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B1 Dialog #62 Talking about listening activities

Hi everyone,

Today we are going to talk about listening activities in English. As always you can

read the text in the PDF which you can find in the description. Follow our podcasts

on iTunes and Yandex Music. For more new dialogs subscribe to our channel.

So here we go!!

(1) What comes to mind when you hear the term ‘listening activities’? - Что
приходит на ум, когда вы слышите термин «listening activities»?
Listening activities are the exercises that improve listening skills and our

comprehension in English.

(2) What do you think when your teacher says you’re going to do a listening
activity? - Что вы думаете, когда ваш учитель говорит, что вы собираетесь
заниматься аудированием?
I like doing listening activities. I think it’s an extremely important part of learning

English and you should not avoid it.

(3) What kind of listening activities do you like best? - Какие виды
прослушивания вам нравятся больше всего?
I like listening to podcasts in English. Usually I listen to podcasts that fit my level of

English and read PDF transcripts. It makes listening not so exhausting and it’s more

effective.

(4) Do you like listening to the radio in English? - Вы любите слушать
радио на английском?
Yes I do, but it’s so difficult sometimes to understand what radio hosts say. So I don’t

think that radio in English is a good source for beginners.
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(5) Do you have an example of how a listening activity improved your
listening? - У вас есть пример того, как аудирование улучшило ваше
понимание на слух?
Absolutely! When I was starting to learn English, I was listening a lot! And after about

half a year I noticed that my listening skill became much better. I could easily

understand simple topics in English and as a result my speaking skill became better

too. It was an amazing feeling!

(6) Do you know of any listening websites that have good listening
activities? - Знаете ли вы какие-либо веб-сайты, на которых есть хорошие
возможности для аудирования?
Our website and youtube channel are definitely first! Also there are a lot of other

podcasters that make awesome podcasts for students of each level of English. You

will find the links in the description.

(7) Which is best – listening activities in the classroom or real-life listening?
- Что лучше - аудирование в классе или прослушивание в реальной
жизни?
Both are good and important of course. I can’t say which one is better. Listening in

the classroom helps you to improve some specific topics and vocabulary. Real-life

listening is the best way to quickly improve your daily English. That’s why learning

English in an English speaking country and being among the native speakers are so

effective.

(8) Do you always understand the reasons why the teacher asks you to do a
particular listening activity? - Всегда ли вы понимаете причины, по которым
учитель просит вас выполнить определенное упражнение на
аудирование?
That’s what I was saying. Particular listening activities help you to improve specific

topics in English. So it’s very important to do listening activities like that.

(9) What are your biggest problems with listening? - Какие у вас самые
большие проблемы с аудированием?
My biggest problem with listening is to understand the native speakers of course.

That’s why it’s so important to work with materials that fit your level of English!
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(10) How important are listening activities compared with reading, speaking
and writing activities? - Насколько важно аудирование по сравнению с
чтением, устной и письменной речью?
We learn languages with our ears, not with our eyes! So listening is one of the most

important things as well as speaking or learning English grammar for example.

Rinat ----> Anya

(1) Do you like doing listening activities? - Вам нравится аудирование?
Yes, of course. I like listening to podcasts from BBC Learning English and others.

(2) Do you ever think listening activities are a waste of time? - Вы
когда-нибудь думали, что аудирование - пустая трата времени?
No, I don’t. Listening activities help me to understand English speech better, improve

my intonation and pronunciation.

(3) Do you prefer any particular accent when doing a listening activity? -
Вы предпочитаете какой-либо конкретный акцент при аудировании?
I like the British accent, but it's not important for me when I do listening activities. I

like all materials from native speakers.

(4) Is the topic important when you do a listening activity? - Насколько
важна тема, когда вы слушаете?
Sometimes it’s important, especially when you learn new words from a particular

topic. But I think that any kind of topic is good if you like it.

(5) What things are important for a listening activity to be successful? - Что
важно для успешного аудирования?
I think regularity is important. In order to be successful it’s better to do listening

activities every day.

(6) What advice would you give to a student who panics when he or she
cannot follow a listening? - Какой совет вы бы дали студенту, который
паникует, когда не успевает уследить за речью при аудировании?
I think it’s very important to keep calm and not to panic. I recommend that you stop

listening, download the transcript and read it at first. Translate new words and start
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listening again. You should understand about 70% of what you listen to. Otherwise

this podcast doesn't fit your level.

(7) How often should you listen to English podcasts, news, songs, etc.? -
Как часто следует слушать английские подкасты, новости, песни и т. д.?
The more you listen the better your listening bacomes. So you should listen as often

as you can. Especially in the beginning of learning.

(8) How long do you think listening activities should be? - Как вы думаете,
как долго должны длиться занятия по прослушиванию?
Not so long. I think about 20 minutes a day would be enough. What do you think?

(9) Do you think you need a listening activity in every class? - Считаете ли
вы, что вам нужно слушать на каждом уроке?
I think it’s more important to speak English in every class.
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